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235 Sallis Rd, Marong

63 ACRES - BENDIGO - MAIDEN
GULLY/MARONG/LOCKWOOD - VERY SPECIAL
2km from the Alternate Calder Highway and bordering the Forest on
Edwards Road you will find your Farming Heaven... with an astute eye on the
future.
Set on 63 acres approx, with two dams, a huge 13 ML and a 1 ML plus 2.6 ML
water rights. This property was once a commercial Chook farm and so has
massive shedding and the original elevated pens etc. These could make
substantial horse stables and stock yards or machinery sheds.
There are 6 main paddocks for feed/grazing and 2 bush blocks separate from
the house paddock and main shed area. There is a large 30' X 50' shed with
concrete floor, power and sliding doors close to the house as well as a garage
shed.
The two storey A-frame house has an attic and full width balconies front and
rear enjoying relaxing rural views.
DOWNSTAIRS provides a lounge, dining, kitchen, bathroom, bedroom,
powder room and laundry while UPSTAIRS offers further living areas,
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On the ground floor, the kitchen has a dishwasher, gas hotplates with
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residential
947
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